The Canadian Lakehead Wireless Experimenters
The regular monthly meeting of the Club was held on January
28th (1948) in the Mary Black Library in Westfort with a goodly
number of Amateurs and other interested persons in attendance.
President Ray Godsalve—VE3RA, presided and called the meeting
to order. This was followed by roll call and introduction of guests.
The minutes were read by the Secretary and confirmed on a
motion of Ralph Parker—VE3HU and Bert Lambert—VE3BKY.
Correspondence from the Department of Transport dealing with
amateur frequencies allocated to Frequency Modulation was noted and
filed.
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A letter of thanks from the “Ontario Food for G’s” Fund
Campaign was also read and authorized to be filed.
Under the Item of Unfinished Business, the following subjects
were discussed:
Next Meeting—A committee consisting of Bert Tamblin—VE3ANP,
Fred Rolley—VE3AWV and Ron Seaborn—VE3HW was appointed to
arrange for the next meeting.
New Amateurs— Pat O’Shea—VE3FW offered to give prospective
amateurs one hour of code instruction each Friday between
the hours of 8—9:00 pm.
B. C. I.—Considerable discussion took place in connection with
this contentious subject. The discussion arose out of a
complaint by Pat O’Shea—VE3FW that (a radio salesman had
claimed that) his transmitter had been guilty of a “power
peak” which had caused interference to a brand new AC/DC
Receiver. The particular radio salesman had blamed the
transmitter rather than the cheap characteristics of the
small receiver. The following resolution was finally
presented and adopted:Moved by Pat O’Shea—VE3FW seconded by Bill Loftus—VE3BBA:
That we give the Secretary authority to call upon the
different dealers and explain the trouble that we are
having with small sets with a view to reaching a
better understanding and cooperation from all persons
concerned.
Carried.
The final portion of the evening was devoted to an auction sale
of radio parts conducted by Bill Loftus—VE3BBA.
The meeting adjourned at 11:00 pm.
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